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Abstract. We provide spectral classifications for a sample
of 137 stars mentioned as having composite spectra. The
classifications were carried out on 33 Å/mm spectra in the
region 8370 − 8870 Å. Of these 137 objects, 115 correspond
in the infrared to cool stars (G, K or M) of luminosity
classes III, II and I; for 22 stars, we find only hot spectra
of types B, A, F or Am, so that they do not fulfil our
definition of composite spectra. We detect four new Am
stars, and one Am star (HD 70826) turns out to be a
composite spectrum object.
As in Paper II, the cool components of composite spectra show a strong concentration in the vicinity of G8III.
Key words: stars: fundamental parameters — stars:
infrared — binaries: spectroscopic

1. Introduction
The two preceding papers (Paper I: Ginestet et al. 1994;
Paper II: Ginestet et al. 1997) provided:
• A study of MK standards in the region
8370 − 8780 Å, which established the validity in this region of the MK classification and provided the criteria
which could be used. We showed also the interest of the
near infrared spectral region for the classification of the
cool companions of composite spectra (CS).
Let us remind briefly that in our studies we consider as composite spectra all those in which a hot dwarf
(of spectral type B or A) spectrum appears with that of a
cool subgiant, giant or supergiant (of spectral types G, K
or M).
Send offprint requests to: J.M. Carquillat
e-mail: Carquila@obs-mip.fr
?
Based upon observations carried out at Observatoire de
Haute-Provence (OHP).

• An application of our criteria to a sample of 180
known or suspected to be CS: 60 stars present a hot spectrum of spectral types B, A, Am or F in the near infrared,
whereas 120 present a cool spectrum of spectral type G,
K or M.
These two papers are based on 33 Å/mm spectra obtained
with the CARELEC spectrograph mounted on the 193 cm
telescope of the OHP. We call attention to the fact that
this instrument was used also to establish an Atlas of MK
standards in the near infrared (Carquillat et al. 1997).
Most unfortunately in 1995 we encountered difficulties, since the spectrograph became reserved for extragalactic work and we had to change to the spectrograph
AURELIE, mounted on the 152 cm telescope. Such a
change had various implications for our work:
– we had to make a new calibration of MK standards and
to reobserve a certain number of stars already classified
to verify the joint with the previous system
– to prolongate the exposure times, with the resulting loss
of limiting magnitude. As an advantage we have now a
larger spectral region accessible, which includes the lines
MgI 8806 and FeI 8824.
In the present paper we establish the spectral classifications of 137 objects from the near infrared, observed
with the AURELIE spectrograph.
Let us mention in passing that numerous studies have
been devoted in the last years to the near infrared region,
from both the stellar and the extragalactic point of view.
The interested reader will find the majority of these papers
quoted in our Papers I and II, so that there is no need to
repeat them here.
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2. Samples, observations, calibrations and classification
criteria
• Samples
We have studied the behavior of 57 MK standards and
of 137 stars signaled as having composite spectra, on the
basis of equivalent widths.
– Composite spectra
The sample of CS stars was selected, as for Paper II,
from the list of Hynek (1938); some additional objects
were taken from Markowitz (1969); Cowley (1973, 1976),
Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982) and Stickland (1988).
We did observe 86 stars designed as or suspected to
be CS; we have also reobserved 51 CS already taken with
CARELEC, both to ensure a perfect fit and to supplement the material for some stars of Paper II which present
problems.
– MK standards
We observed 57 standards stars; 40 of these had already
been studied in Paper I and were reobserved to permit
the calibration of AURELIE with respect to CARELEC.
Seventeen new stars were included to study the lines
MgI 8806 and FeI 8824. This complete sample is representative of stars of spectral types G, K and M and luminosity
classes I, II, III and V.
The observational limits of our samples are V < 9.5
and δ > −25◦ .
• Observations
The observations were made at the 152 cm telescope with
the AURELIE spectrograph (Gillet et al. 1994) at a dispersion of 33 Å/mm. Five observational runs were made in
1995 and 1996 and permitted to secure 194 objects (standards plus CS), usually with two spectra for each star.
At this dispersion one has access to 880 Å, instead of
the 400 Å available at the CARELEC spectrograph. We
have used a region of 500 Å extending between 8370 and
8870 Å, because for λ < 8370 Å the spectra are dominated
by strong telluric lines. The receiver for the AURELIE
spectrograph is a Thomson double bar (TH 7832) constituted by two lines of 2048 photodiodes of 750 × 13 µm,
each line (even and uneven pixels) being read by two lateral CCD’s.
The treatment of spectra is here definitely simplified
respect to CARELEC, since we have to deal only with
unidimensional images. As with CARELEC a tungsten
lamp has been used for flat field, and a neon spectrum
for calibrations in wavelength. The normalisation of the
spectra and the measurement of the equivalent widths has
been made in a similar way to those made with CARELEC
(see Paper I) with the help of the IHAP software available
at the OHP.
• Calibrations CARELEC/AURELIE
To calibrate the spectra obtained with Aurelie with regard to those obtained with Carelec, we have measured

the equivalent widths of some blends and lines selected
over the length of the spectrum for the 40 MK standards.
We have chosen the blend 8468 Å, the CaII triplet (8498,
8542, 8662 Å), FeI 8688 Å and the total absorption between 8390 and 8775 Å (TA).
The measurements carried out with the two spectrographs are given in Figs. 1-4; on these graphs we have also
plotted the equivalent width’s of the CS measured.
We find that for the shorter wavelengths (blend 8468
and CaII triplet) the equivalent widths obtained with
Aurelie are, in the mean, weaker than those measured with
Carelec, whereas for the longer wavelengths (FeI 8688)
and for the total absorption TA there is no significant
difference.
A careful comparison of the spectra show effectively
that the lines observed with Aurelie are less deep than
when observed with Carelec. This translates into a correction of the sum of the three equivalent widths of the
CaII lines by an average correction of 0.5 Å, i.e. a 3 to 7%
correction of the equivalent width. On the other side, the
continuous background of the spectrum is sligthly inferior
to the pseudocontinuum at the longer wavelengths (essentially for λ > 8662 Å) because we had to adjust it over a
longer wavelength range than for the Carelec spectra and
these two effects seem to compensate for TA and FeI 8688.
We still compare in Sect. 3 the classifications made
with material from the two spectrographs to see if with all
corrections made there remains still a systematic effect.
• Classification criteria
The classification of the 115 objects which present a cool
stellar spectrum (G, K or M) in the near infrared has been
carried out using the same criteria defined in Paper I and
using the same technique as described in Paper II. But
since the zone observable with Aurelie is larger than the
zone observable with Carelec, we have been able to study
with the help of the 57 MK standards the behavior of two
supplementary intense lines, MgI 8806 and FeI 8824.
We have found in Paper I that a relation exists between
the spectral type and the ratio of the central depths (R)
of the neighbouring lines TiI 8683 and FeI 8679.
The mean relation was as follows:
Spectral Type ..............
G0 G2 G5 G8 K0 K3 K5
R (classes V, III, II) .... 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.70 0.85 1.30 1.85
R (classe Ib) ................ 0.40 0.52 0.80 1.06 1.26 1.60 1.85.

We have therefore used this ratio R instead of the spectral type (assumed unknown for the CS) for the study
of the behaviour of the lines MgI 8806 and FeI 8824:
both lines present a positive luminosity effect (see Fig. 2).
We have also considered the ratio of the equivalent
widths of MgI 8806 and FeI 8688, as well as the ratio
MgI 8806/FeI 8824. These two relations present a negative luminosity effect and permit a separation of giants and
supergiants (Fig. 3). Dwarfs figure also on these graphs,
in spite of their small number; they seem to behave like
giants.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of equivalent widths measured from CARELEC and AURELIE spectrographs for the 8468 Å blend, the
Triplet of CaII, the FeI 8688 line and the Total Absorption between 8390 Å and 8775 Å. Filled squares: MK standards; open
circles: composite spectra

Fig. 2. Behaviour of the equivalent widths of the MgI 8806 and FeI 8824 lines versus R (correlated with the spectral type, see
text) for MK standards. Open squares: supergiants; asterisks: bright giants; open circles: giants; dots: dwarfs

3. Results and discussion
As said before we have observed 137 stars designated as
CS or candidates. A first examination permits to separate
22 stars which have a spectrum of a hot star of type B,
A, Am or F in the near infrared. These stars are listed
in Table 1. The other 115 stars have a cool spectrum of
types G, K or M. These are listed in Table 2, except 20
stars for which the classification from Aurelie and from
Carelec coincide totally (see part 3a). In the two tables
the data V and B−V were taken from the Hipparcos and

Tycho catalogues (1997). If they are not contained in these
catalogues, the data come from the Centre de Données
Stellaires (CDS) or from Hynek (1938). An asterisk implies
a note at the end of the table. In the column “references”,
for reasons of space economy, figures only the name of the
first author of the paper.
We next will validate our classifications obtained from
Aurelie with proceeding from Carelec. Then we shall confront our classifications with those of the “standard” CS,
that is, stars which possess a classification which we consider trustworthy (see Paper II, 4.1). And finally we shall
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Fig. 3. Behaviour of the MgI 8806/FeI 8824 and MgI 8806/FeI 8688 equivalent width ratios versus R (correlated with the spectral
type, see text) for MK standards. Open squares: supergiants; asterisks: bright giants; open circles: giants; dots: dwarfs

Fig. 4. Comparison of the Spectral Types (Sp T) and Luminosity Classes (Lumi.) for 51 composite spectra classified with both
the CARELEC and AURELIE spectrographs. Sp T: G...1, K...2, M...3; Lumi.: Ia...0, Ib...1, II...2, III...3; numbers of the plots
are weights

confront, for a small sample, our results with those published in the Michigan catalogues (Houk 1982; Houk &
Smith-Moore 1988).
a) Comparison Carelec-Aurelie
A comparison of the 51 stars observed with both spectrographs permits to isolate 22 stars for which the results
are identical. These are: HD 4775 (G7III) - 17878 (G7III)
- 21771 (K3II) - 23089 (G2Ib) - 25555 (K1II) 26630 (G0Ib) - 26673 (G9II) - 29094 (G7Ib) - 39118 (K0II)
- 66094 (G9III-IV) - 74395 (G1Ib) - 88021 (G8III)
- 166479 (G8III) - 169985 (G9III) - 184759 (G8III)
- 187259 (G8III) - 193410 (K0III) - 193495 (G9II)
- 197177 (G8II) - 200428 (K0III) - 205114 (G2Ib) 213310 (K6-M0I). These objects do not figure in Table 2,
except HD 4775 and HD 25555 for which recent classifications exist, obtained on the basis of the method of
substraction of spectra (Griffin R&R 1986). For the other
29 stars one perceives small differences in spectral type
and luminosity classes (Fig. 4), but without a systematic
trend. The average scatter around the linear relations corresponds to about 0.7 tenth of a spectral type and 0.3 lu-

minosity class. Both errors are within the normal precision
of spectral types (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987).
b) Comparison with the so called “standards” CS
We have made the inventory of CS stars for which a satisfactory classification exists (see Paper II). The complete
list is as follows: HD 4775, 17878, 25555, 26630, 29094,
57146, 74395, 88021, 169689, 173764, 184759, 187076,
187259, 187299, 190161, 192713, 200428, 200905, 201270,
205114.
Of this list 13 have classifications obtained by R&R
Griffin by the so called method of substraction of spectra
and six others are MK standards. In Fig. 5 we compare
our Aurelie classifications with those of the “standards”
for spectral types and for luminosity classes respectively.
From the dispersions around the average relation we find
again values which are normal for the errors of classification (one tenth of spectral type and 0.25 luminosity class).
Also there does not exist a systematic effect.
c) Comparison with the classification of the Michigan
catalogues
Our complete sample (Papers II and III) contains 25
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Table 1. Stars of the sample which exhibit a hot spectrum

Fig. 5. Comparison of infrared MK classifications (spectral types and luminosity classes) with those of “standard composite
spectra” (see text). Sp T: G...1, K...2, M...3; Lumi.: Ia...0, Ib...1, II...2, III...3; numbers on the plots are weights
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Table 2. Classifications of the cool components, SP(IR), of stars with composites spectra
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Table 2. continued
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Table 2. continued
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Fig. 6. Comparison of infrared MK classifications (spectral types and luminosity classes) with those of N. Houk (Michigan
Catalogues). Sp T: G...1, K...2, M...3; Lumi.: Ia...0, Ib...1, II...2, III...3; numbers on the plots are weights

stars of the southern hemisphere which figure in the catalogues of Michigan: HD 29961, 35162, 47579, 51250, 57146,
59076, 60414, 70442, 74946, 75098, 79267, 84367, 95235,
102171, 120901, 137975, 167570, 168701, 169652, 173805,
174191, 193495, 209278, 218640, 223932.
In Fig. 6 we compare their and our classifications, for
spectral types and luminosity classes respectively. We notice that for HD 209278 Houk does not provide the luminosity classification.
The spectra classed by Houk were obtained with the
objective prism, on IIaO plates, dispersion 108 Å/mm at
Hγ and a resolution near to 2 Å. If one takes into account the difficulties in classifying CS in this wavelength
region (see Paper I), the agreement with our classifications is very good for the spectral types. On the average,
the Michigan classifications are slightly later than ours
for type G and slightly earlier for type K. For luminosity
classes the agreement is excellent for class III, but in disagreement for classes I and II. From five stars classed II
by us, four are classed III by Houk and two stars classed
I by us are classed II and III by Houk.

4. Conclusions
Of the 86 stars classed for the first time in the near infrared, 27 had not MK classification to our knowledge. Of
these 27, 4 are Am, 7 are F type classes V or IV, 11 are
cool giants and 5 bright giants.
Let us also point out an example of confusion between
Am and CS. Usually one finds Am stars called CS, but
here we find an Am which is CS. The object is HD 70826
which figures as Am in Hauck (1986). We included it in our
list of CS candidates because its correlation peak in the
CORAVEL instrument for the measure of radial velocities
did not correspond to an Am star.
We detect again, as Paper II, a large quantity of giants
between types G7 and K2 with a maximum around G8 and
an absence of early type G giants which predominated in
the old classifications.

Our program of classification of cool components of CS
stars is now complete (Papers II and III). From 266 stars
observed as true CS or candidates, we found in the near
infrared 184 spectral types of cool stars (G, K and M) and
82 corresponding to early type stars (B, A, Am, F).
We hope to continue this study in two directions. On
one hand we wish to classify the hotter components in the
blue region, since there exist a wide disparity of classifications for the same object. This would enable us to carry
out a sound statistical study of the group. We notice that
the majority of the radial velocities of these binaries are
being studied by R. Griffin (Cambridge Observatory) and
by ourselves with CORAVEL (OHP), so that for a certain number of objects the orbital elements are already
known. The other direction is to confront the whole set
of our classifications with the data from the HipparcosTycho catalogues.
Acknowledgements. We appreciate very much the data and
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Strasbourg.
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